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Mar 13, 2016 . All members will get a notification — even if they muted ordinary messages from
the group. A pinned message. Starting today, supergroups can become public and get a short
link, like telegram.me/publictestgroup. This way, anybody can view the group's entire chat
history and join to post messages. To reply to a specific message in a group chat, simply swipe
left on it, type your text and hit 'Send'. If you tap on the quote in a message that is a reply, the app
scrolls up to the original message – and shows an arrow button to go back to the previous
location. This makes navigating conversations in groups easy even if . Sign in. Please choose
your country and enter your full phone number. Country. United States. Code. Phone number.
Keys are only generated once. This can take a few minutes on slower devices, please be
patient. Welcome to the official Telegram web-client. Learn more. Mute the group to get
notifications only when people mention you or reply to your messages. Pinned messages. You
can pin any message to be displayed at the top of the chat screen. All members will get a
notification — even if they muted ordinary messages from your . Mar 22, 2018 . Even if you
wanted them to reach out to you, you had to chat them up first. With the. In Telegram X, you can
tap and hold on any chat to preview its content without opening. This works everywhere,
including in the forwarding and sharing menus, as well as in the Calls tab and 'Groups in
Common'. The app .

Mar 22, 2018 . Even if you wanted them to reach out to you, you had to chat them up first. With
the. In Telegram X, you can tap and hold on any chat to preview its content without opening.
This works everywhere, including in the forwarding and sharing menus, as well as in the Calls
tab and 'Groups in Common'. The app .
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Mar 22, 2018 . Even if you wanted them to reach out to you, you had to chat them up first. With
the. In Telegram X, you can tap and hold on any chat to preview its content without opening.
This works everywhere, including in the forwarding and sharing menus, as well as in the Calls
tab and 'Groups in Common'. The app . Mute the group to get notifications only when people
mention you or reply to your messages. Pinned messages. You can pin any message to be
displayed at the top of the chat screen. All members will get a notification — even if they muted
ordinary messages from your . Sign in. Please choose your country and enter your full phone
number. Country. United States. Code. Phone number. Keys are only generated once. This can
take a few minutes on slower devices, please be patient. Welcome to the official Telegram webclient. Learn more. Mar 13, 2016 . All members will get a notification — even if they muted
ordinary messages from the group. A pinned message. Starting today, supergroups can become
public and get a short link, like telegram.me/publictestgroup. This way, anybody can view the
group's entire chat history and join to post messages. To reply to a specific message in a group
chat, simply swipe left on it, type your text and hit 'Send'. If you tap on the quote in a message
that is a reply, the app scrolls up to the original message – and shows an arrow button to go back
to the previous location. This makes navigating conversations in groups easy even if .
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To reply to a specific message in a group chat, simply swipe left on it, type your text and hit
'Send'. If you tap on the quote in a message that is a reply, the app scrolls up to the original
message – and shows an arrow button to go back to the previous location. This makes
navigating conversations in groups easy even if . Mar 13, 2016 . All members will get a
notification — even if they muted ordinary messages from the group. A pinned message. Starting
today, supergroups can become public and get a short link, like telegram.me/publictestgroup.
This way, anybody can view the group's entire chat history and join to post messages. Mute the
group to get notifications only when people mention you or reply to your messages. Pinned
messages. You can pin any message to be displayed at the top of the chat screen. All members
will get a notification — even if they muted ordinary messages from your .

